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TOWARD A PRODUCT-FREE

PROCESS ANALYSIS

'OF TEACHING

I. Introduction to the Problem.

One of the continuing problems in the study of teaching is

that of eatablishing an ontological locus standi from Which vari-

ous kinds of pedagogical inquiries can be conducted. Several of

what have came to be called "paradigms" for research on teaching

\L:
are currently being discUssed. It seems that more and more research-

ers are becom ing concerned with what constitutes an adequate frame-
.

^

cork for pedagogical theorizing. These frameworks are also basic

to the evaluation of instruction. Haw one conceives of.teaching

will obviously be a major factor in how one attempts to evaluate

it. Moireoter 'one's conception of teaching will delimit the kinds

of ethical or moral questions one would consider relevant to the

practice of teaching. All this if to say that one would expect

,that each ontplogical locus standi for'teaching will give rise

to an approach or strategy_ for: () the conduct of research on'

teaching; (b) the evaluation of teaching; and Cc) the determination

0
of the ethical issues considered important for teaching.

-But how shall (47 athieve an adquate ontological frarriework

for these efforts? Questions like this con tinue to be of great

interest to philosophers oT science. Kuhn, Popper, Scheffler,
1

Toultaan, inter alios, have givep penetrating accO\unts of the.
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growth of knowledge and itt Meaning for further cogrlipive thought.

,Any serioug efforts at solving the above queption should it seems

be informed by the arguments foond in this pkiosophic literature7-

though of course the degree to whichC should draw upon it will

be controversial. These efforts should also be awAre bf our exper
;

k A

iehce with any given ontological framework. This .experience wi

probably enter in the form of what piacticed and reflective in ir,-;

ers haire to say about the framework i4iey take to be in use.

This paper attempts, after a brief revievf relevant

grolind sources, to construct a frathework for the analysis f teaching,

/ ( -

whether fgr purposes of research,, evaluation, or moral i4uiry,

which is a reasonable alternative to the present siltuation. What

wiX be sought is in effect a nonczusal account of teachingl:

an analyils of teaching which originates with a conception of 'teaching

as a totality and then proceeds to establish its elements.- To.,
I.

dy knowledge,'such an approach has never been explicitly formulated.

41).

II. The pusal Straegy in esearch on Tetching

Research on teaching i dominated by the causal strategy4

That is, what one'seeks in the analysis of teaching are those ,teacher

A.

characteristics which can be established as causally reactive, in

producing student .achievemqnt. If we know what kind of student growth

or'achievement. we want, we then accordi,ng to the causal approach

fclok for teacher progefti7 ck,variables which are capable of produc-

ing, in a causatsense, theSe kinds of student growth., To be

46
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scientific in the study 'of teaching has historicilly been seen'

as the searching for causes. It is common sense.for many researchers

to see teacher,characteristics as die independent variables of

research and student achievement chararristics as the deiCendent

variables.

ThisPparadigm or strategr for research on Teaching seems

to have reached its more grecise explication with Rogenshine. Such

research requires four ste41 -*

-N.
%

(1) 'the development of.an instrument which can be used systemat-

icij to record Ae frequency of certain specified teaching
behav ors

(2) use'of the instrilment to record classroom behaviors if
teachers and their pupils

. ,

(3) *a raging of the classrooms according to a measure of pupil

achievement adjusted for initial difference among,therclasses

(4) a determination of the behaviors whose frequency, of occurence

is relateeto adjusted'Llass achievemett-scores.1

2As Doyle views this strategy, Which be calls Ahe."Protesp-
,

Product Paradigm," it rests upon several assumptions: tl) teacher

effects are stable acroselime;. (2) teacher effects are .generaliz-

able across settingsstudemts, subject matter, .class size, type

of learning-outcomes, etc,; (3) frequency of teacher behvavior

is the most significant aspect of teaching; (4) the causal direction

is from teacher to student, i.e.; Influencing flows from the7

teacher and is reelized upon the student.

It is impossible, if these assumptj.ons.constitute the paradigm
c

.* in Kuhn's sense, of 'paradTW, to test directly these'assumptions

as if they were.sicaply hypotheses. Paradigms of paradigmatic

assumptions cannot be so )directly evaluaeed.. If data do not turn'.

5

i
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out the way we want we dopotqueition the pareligm-i4hile working

Within it; rather, we question our data collection and/or generation

mettlods. Only gfter a long history of failure, ao we begin to question

a

9our assumption. A.crisis develops, as Kuhn seei S
which leads

to a paradigm shift. Many people now believe that the product-
. .

process paradigm and its generated causal strategy is in a state of '

crisis. Ai Ieagt ihere'seems to be a good deal of disappointment
4'

associated with the strategy.

Doyle discusses two alternatives to the product-process paradigm:

the student mediating process gatadigm and the culture-of-the

school paradigm. The former investigates the responses of the student

which are used by the student in,the learni7 process itself. This

paradigm places the student response between teacher behavior and

student-outcomes thus rendering ktie paradigm more complex than the

process-product paradigm. The culture-of-the-school paradigm

prescribes the study of the sch6ol sitdation as a complete system.

Such "sociolog'ical analyses" are concerned with what students and

teachers do, i.e':', what are'the rules of the game?

The student mediating process paradigm is based upon a,caUial

conception of the teaching process, gs is the productfprocess para-
.

lk
digm. The difference between.the two is to be found in how many

"stations".there are in the line of causation.

The culture-of-the-school paradigm,oti the other hails, does

not base itself upon causal direction. "rhrough ts tearch TOr the
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rulesOf the it avoids soting out tbe variables of concern

into independent and dependent.rThe 'difficulty with this approach v'

is that it fails to take seriousli the demercation Oroblem. What

is studied is the 'classroom eir the school. Good instants of

teadhing are Fonsidered.on a par with any other teaqhing. One cannot

be certain of the consequences of this paradigm; but there does

seem to be same a prioti graunds for doubting its productivity.

1

Ill. Maxwe
1(....

s Metamethodology
, 7.

On the eels of my concetn with the problem of paradigm choice.
0

presented for educational inquiry by. Kuhn's thesis about the-devel-

S-
opient of science, 3

Nicholas Maxwell-preeented ap account of -what

.
# 4e calls "aim-oriented empiricism,and claims that it poses a solu-

tion to the Kuhaan problem.
4

Maxwell's analysia is of importance

for it provides'a way of seeing some of what is involved in researd4

on teaching.

The Wiculty with'Kuhn's thesis is that it, according to

Maxwell, embraces standard'empiricsm--the view that science cah

1

be five of all metaphysical assuAptions. Hume showed the consequen-

'tial skepticism of standa d empfricsm, which could not, as Maxwell
,

-
,_.

. # , e.,pees it# be saved by philpso ers-from.Kant,xo the present. Kuhn .

can be seen as in effeet restating Hume's problem in Ehe "paradigm"
,

language. For Maxwell, the attempts to suppress all metaphysical

presuppositions also suppress the possibility of developing new

theories in a rational manner. e offers an altern4ive account of
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paradigms or 'what,he halls "metaphsical bluepiints". The funds-

4
mental prolllem Yor-sci-ehce at any stage is the selection of the best

possible blueprint; this, howeir'er, is not an irrational prTess

as many consider' kuhn to have:claimed, Mafwell suggests four. rules

5
for making these decisions. Theie metamethodological or level

three rules are of obvIods inte is icause *they set out.a method

r
for dealing with the problem of paradigm choice.

* .(1) "Other 'things.beilg equal, choose that 4IM; fhat blueprint,

which Is the most intelligible, simple, coherent, harmonAus explan-

.atory, unified, beautlful."

(2) 'If our science is meeting ,with great empirical success, then

we entitled to narrow Our blueprint, If we in a

nonarbitrary way."

(3) "If our science is meeting with little or, no empirical success

then we are entitled to broaden our blueprint."

(4) "Other tkLngs being equal, choose that aim which gives the best

a priori pkomise of leading to an empirically successful research

rule for selecting a lthodlogy of theory-acceptance .program." 'A fifth

is submitted; but

notes the methodology of theory-acceptance, depLds upon the.previous-

.

.

-

,

it is not directly of interest here for, as- Maxwell

'Act

ly selected 4aim or bluOprint. No attempi wAl be made to proVide

Maxwell's justificat.ion or vindication for these rules.

Maxwell admits thatthese rules may at timesconflict one

t

with another. ) "It is mo4 than likely that the a priori Rules 1
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7
0 0

I-ftana 4 will. clash with the empirical Rules 2 and 3, .
6 There is

noefoolproof way of resolving such clashes. In attempting.to improve
't

the blueppint "it will be extremely important to take up hints and

suggestions from the most empifically succeiSful lines of research.

This will usually require constructing a new blueprint which will

allogw the a priori and empirical rules to apply equally well, 'thus

remoVing the cl

According to e view being cbnsidered, the developmegt of

phYsicw not as. irratiofial 4s sdme see Kuhn's theoty suggesting.

If one looks far the modification of e6 basic blu4rint, one finds

.a.progressive evolOtion of physics--not.non-cognitive floundering

.

around. "In other Fordir,' a steady, rational continuity of development

is often discernalbe in science a the level of blueprints, whei.e'

all. Is discOntlnuity and revolution at the 4. vel,of theOry."
8

t

.c.
,

.
.

. .

.

One way of testillg the blueprint thesis independently of3he
,

, .

philosophic argtmdnt is to look for traces of it in another area

of inclutry. I think that learning theory has recently and noticeably

undergone.such a progressive revision of blueprint. .Ndte thatoi.

*

e

am not 0.aiming to be a:historian of psychology or any other science,

but only. that 4nyone who has been concerned with current cAteptiolds

of Ilyman natura and who desires' belief grown' on evidenCe cannot

% .

have missed tild decline rof'a paiJadi?gm. As a way df getting pt.
.

.. 0:
this modification in the sp4 of Kuhn, one can 12.5k-at the comments

4
/

of several high office holders of the American Psychological Association.,
-.
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McKeachie argues that the behaviorist hlawa%of lea4ing heve

fallen from preeminence in basic' learning theory and that in educe:-

tional' learning and other-applicaiTons, we must also dispose th,em
.

to a place ip more camplex.structures. n9 This is an application of

<rule (3). The old blueprint-omitted elements which-seem necessary

en empirical grounds. "If One hopes io use reward or knowledge of

results,to affect human learning, Ap needs to know something about

what expectancies of reward thd learner

both in terms of the incentive value of

brilgs ta the siturstion,

tti4dreward and.the learner's

estimate of the probability of achieving tht reward."
10

Cognitive

eliments must b.e added to the behaviorist paradigm.

But Idly has behaviorism been such a hit with psychologists,

teacherd, and counselors? "The answer," McKeachie thinks, "lied

.in its simpliCity.,..those who buy this approach find thiit theer

basit i4eas are simple to apPly.and work often enough to maintain%

11
their enthusiasm," If we ignoise those non-professional psychol-

ogists who have been sold a'theory, and foc,us upnn seriaus-cogni-,-

tive questions about the learning prosess, it looks'in-Maxwellian

terms as_if rule (Whas ben domAtating the scene. McKeacfiie's

e ,

argument is that ieiq,time to invoke rule (3).

Bandura has argued a "dimilaT case. "A suevey-of the literature_

)
-on reinforcement confirms the extent, to which we have become captives

of.a one-sided paradigm to map a bidirectional process. Environ-

mental control ts overstudied, whereas perspnal control has been
.

to
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relatively neglectpd."12- Moreover, this."goes consideiably beyon'd

the conceprof countercontio1.13 Again,. rule (3) is bhing invoked.

"A.I.though the empfrical issue is not yet completely kesolved, there

is little.elildence that rewards 'function as sutomatic strengtheners
%44er

of human conduct. Behavior is not much affected by its conse-
.-

quences without awareness of what is being reinforced.1,14 Cegni-
s: t

.tive elements cannot empirically be emitted from the analysis of
4

behavior as the'behaviorist twaradigm demands.
,

Boned has'also sough4..tewldqn.the behavioriit vies,), but

-,'
.

for reasons more in 11.ne with rule'(4). He sees various highly
re

.polishe0 areas of-psychology which should be organized lite a

coherent seucture. behaviorist approacheaftend to imply

that behavior l.'s under external control, as expressed in .the wideL

/ .

spread use of the term s7mulus control, the decision-iptheory/infotm- .

/
. . .1. ,

ation-processing approach, on the other hand, seems to imply tnat 4

A

behavior Is determined primarily by events within the otganism

and permits behavior to'be based on c9gnitive process s of various

.kinds. .15 Moreover, this opena up.a pdas ility, whiE traditional

. behaviorist thinking excluded, "of building a bridge_between such (

areas as operant cbnditioning and information processidt, both

of which have been developing in experimental ysychology relatively

lr ,16
independiptly'of, each other.' Boneau is goin& for more than rule

(1) simplicity, for he belieiTes that "some obvious subst4antive..f

advances may fall quickly and simply out of fresh paradigms, or

'3
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j04'

k

complex formulatiana' teeccope simplified.
"17

. The reference to

simplicity is not rule (1) simplicity, but rule.(4) fruitfulness.
-

These vieufs of thiee psychologists,,two APA presidents and

a director of.APA programs and.planning, provide an initial warrant

Or the claim that are metamethoaological rules-which Maxwell.found

at work in physics are aiso quite,visible in paychol

What does this metamethodology mean for tBe.problem Of estab-%

lishing a paradigm or blueprint for research on tegching? As we, .

. 0

have seen(in Section 1, the process-:product paradigm is under fire.

for not delivering succesiul resulwand some researcheri are

turning away from it in search of an Alternatiive framework for

their inquiries. This suggest that Maxwell:s-rule 3 is applicable;

Once we are having little,or no success empirically,,the blueprint

should be broadened; but we should do so in such a way as to max1.7

mize simplicity (rule 1). and fruitfulness Irule 4). ,The remainder

of this paper is concerned with how the processt-product paradigm
Ake,

may be so broadenea.

IV: Theories Of Mind as Blueprints

There is tradition in philosophy of education which views

the basic ontological perspective which we seek as being found in

theory of mind. Psi quotes Bode:

HOW we teach is conditioned by what we assume the nature.
of learning to be...,.As soon as we undert ke to craata 4

a special environment, in the form of a chool for the

special purpdsel of promotini learning e becqme involved
ili.the question of what learning is. ur cqnception
of learning has a direct bearipg on method.. It also

Cs.

f
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has i bearing on educatiOnal,iims or objettives blgause
the. question of what learnarig!is answered only .

. in terms of what the mind, is; and our conceptiod o4 the.,
mind, id-turn; w1.1.14e-Cide Wtipt we consider.to be :good".
forthemind,interms'adneducationAi progrum."

.

For Bode, tonceptiOns of mind are;preiequisites for learning

4heori, wilich is ip turn'a prerequiiite for pedagogical theory

I think that Bode 'was rlght in his ordering but misleading irPhis:.

representattinsin the relationships involved.- That is, it is

hard to tielieve that one Could jUstify.a theory of taching wipoUt

reference to a theory of learning; ftirthermore, it seems onlylogical

that a conception of learning will be logigally preceded by a

-congeption of Min&
4

.The,difficulty in Bode's statement stems-from'the fact 'that
Ire

theory of mind and theory of learning are'temporalpeeri. That
7

is, thrse inquiries should mutually feed each other. Neither

seems to be 'completabli Cwithout the fruits.of the other. ,This

is not'to say that one could have a theory of learning independent

of any,dommitmnts as to_a conception of mind. Thisasi,l take

it, Bode's point.

I want to go one step bolder and venture the dlaim or' h othe7

sis that philosphy of mind is, as an inquiry, the analysis

. and criticism of the metaphysical basis for learning .theory.

Thii ;eems particuArly clear in Pai's discussion of the relation-
.

ships between theory of mind and theory of learning.
19

f'or

example, Broad's, Ewing's, and Ducasse's defense.of dualistic

< lb

*

, I.
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interactionism Seei to he Arguments against rejecting this V.ew

e

4-4
ef iind as a metaphysical framework foi scientific exploration.

Moreover, Skiiiner bps long held-that hixbehaviorism is "a philos-
,

osphy of sciehce." When he argues against inclusion oflanything

menal in psychology, he is obviously concerned with the meCaphys-

ieal basis a psychology.

It has not always been clear,within the philosophy of.mind
.

literature or the psychological literature just-which claims
-

warejogically necessary anW which were logically contingent.

Maxwell's metamethlidological rules clarify, to the extent that

his thesis is valid, tile role of logical and empirical data in
a

20
these issues.

Philosophy of mind can clarify the Metaphysical basis of.

learning theory bilt it is .doul?tful that it can provide such a

basis for reaerach orl teaching, other than, proVlding: (1).a

Blueprint for thinic,ing about stu4ent goals arid objectives; and,

(2) a visw of the teather qua learder--how the teacher learys

from. teaching. In other words, I doubt Bode's claim that dur

views of learning "have a direct bearing- on-A6thod." However-
.

we interpret 'diiectut, there is doubt that the gap bgtween learning

And teaching is to be bridged in any one straight-forward.way.

It ) s a tistake to take, priori, the blueprint for learning
,

,

theory as the blueprint for teaching. Maxw411 wIrms sticial sc1en4

ii '
against aping the mettiods of pklysical science, florhe holds that

a,

.
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Finally, the research in philosophy Of educAtion on the .concept

4
ri

,l3 4 t. .,

t

their. leveltwo tpekthodologieswill be quite flifferent due to

S

their,different pls....But this raises a parallel warming for .

A PI

the study qf teaching; attempting.to aFpe the mathAiogy of 'a %4 44

psychology in.the study of .teaching may be stultifyin.g.

of teadhing seems to paralael the researCh in the pbilosphy of
,

mind. Whik# it is often called analysis" it is a kind of logic*-
,

vntological inquiry which seeks to delineate the concept of teaching.

.0
Ordinary usage is often appealed to as warrant for conclusions. ,

Analysis of teaching in this ;.rein prodUcel.convivative nesults. -1

How the iierm "teaching" is usegoin'ordinary ;Anguageis not near14 1
%

.

as important as what,empirical researchers are rekAnably alletwed

to Assume. Newer Worts in philsophy of education are bolder,

i..e.., past meetings of 'teachingOilare,not seen es limits to our

.

creative'abilities.in constructing aly1 reconsfructingour ideas

about haw people may io'about4promoting the cognitif atfectivi.

development of others.

V. Sources of an Alternative Paradigm

How can we broaden the process-product strategy along
MD

the lines suggestedby "Maxweli's rules? What would it be like

to give up the search for causes? Are there other types of*
S.

analysed one could conduct of teaching. A causal analysis reasons

from part of one whole to part of awoth r whole:- paut of teaching

is analyzed in term of pareof learning, We think we inow

- the whole of learning through psychology .and our

5

Igo
e
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"basic.philosoW. The point of our,method.is to build up the

'." wholt for tedching. But what if we reirerse this and begin with
0P t r

4 .

solope wholistic conception of teething an4 then proceed to analyze
,

the parte of this whole? Is there any precedent for thip in

Any type 471.1Fluiry?. .

II
-7-

.
The cluster theory of definitions in science asierts that for

*some scientific terms it is impossible to give the necessary

and sufficient conditions for the establishment of their extension.

Oblong, emit, Yel1ow,.contains seeds, grows on trees, etc.

are the cluster properties for defining 'lemon"; but these are

not necess,ary and sufficient conditions. If 14 discovered a

fruit which was.at maturity not yellow but green mud was like

a 4emon in all other ways .we would,'aCcording to cluster theorists,

call it a lemon as opposed to announcing.tIle discovery,of a new.

?

fruit. Yellow is a dispenlible property ehough it is neverthe-

less a defining characteristic/of lemon. Adi nstein has formulated

the.methodology for analysis of this eype of definition.
21 This

.methodology offers a possible clue to how to htudy teithing in

non cause-effect ways.
Necessary and Sufficient

Condition View
Definition -

Hypothesis

Cluster View

A

C.

6

4
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The cluster.theoryW definitians (B) is in alternative

to the vidWchat scientifit def2Vtione should see necessary an

syfliCient onditiofis'for theguse of terms (A), It.Occurs to
%,

me that the ocess-product paradigm's search for independede

(teacher), variables which are. necessary and sufficient far deliend-

.ent (student achievement) Variables.(C) has an alternative.iehich,

is siMiliar to thatlor its parallel in definitions, i.e., a

cluster view of hypotheses. Achinstein has set out the rules

for cluster cifinitIons. Can these rules ,poe usedito illuminate

what one might think of as "cluster hypotheses"/ Before attempt-

ing to do so, we'need.a bit mdre wood for the fire.

Another sourci for ane alternative is offered by P. G. Smith s

distinction between instrumental value and contributory vtaue. 22

Instrumental value is established causally. The link.etween

means and ends is a pausal one. Throughout the instrufrtal

value theory literature the mewis/end relation was always assumed

#

Co be organic not analytic. A contributory relationship is,

on ple other hand,' a rIlationship of the part to the rwhole or

totality. Thi part does not cause the totality--the wholi is more

than the sum of its parts. At architect who sets out to design

a,Gothic church has tke concept (totality) of5othictiess in mind

and seeks to construct an example or exemplification of the concept

within the various limits of the wishes ol his client. He knaws

what totality he seeks but must ielect the pert6 ta be used and

4.

k
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'set them'in awaffective relationship with each other. Ai

Yillemain once wrote,-

'Whei steps, door, posts, etc., are canceivid as symbols
because their.qualitative consequences upOn.each other
add to their objective,"it posiible to note)thi
relationships and use them td-institute the qualitative
consequence.* that will conform to the qltalitror form
of a Roman; pothic, or Colonial doorway.23

Each part o; the doorway is.assessed in terms of its contribution

to the whole desired, say a Gothi doorway.

- There is a notable difference between causal and contributory

\,
analyses. The former consider effects tor which their causes

are unknown, e.g., rehiratory cancer. The cause and, effect de

indeliendently definable and'measureable7-indeed they must be to
S.

carry out sudh analyses, 'Xine may observe an effect without any

trace of the cause heing presenl- What is called the principle
\.*

of the 701ura1ity of causes' emphasizes this ioint. Contributory

analyses, on.the Other hand, differ in that the parts of the

\10

whole axe observable within that whole or:totality., The posts'

and steppf which Villemain wrote are there to be studied in a

way in which calises are not. COntributory analysei lre a matter
S.

,

of extricatifig elements and relationships.

'VI. An Alternative Strategy

From these notions, I think an alternative conception of

how we might go,about &studying teaching.can be formulated. The

analysis of teaching based upon contributory thinking evaluates

a proposed teachmer characteristic in terms'of its contribution
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t

to a teaching tota114. But what is such .a totality? Whitt -
- 4

0

takes the place In teachift thatGothi-cnessitakes in architec2
N.

'ture? Ire*there basic eneiaL abstridt "fotms" Vii.teaching?

Harry Broudy has for some time written of three "disting-.

.gufshable tyies" cif teaching whidh he names: didactiii, heuris-

tics, and philetics. Didactics is "any instruction in 1,,,hich
A 1-

the contents can be made explicit and in Miich the criteria for

Successful learning are objective."
24

Heuristics is a "type of

teaching thit pramotes learning by discovery or by problem solving."25

. In philetic teaching the teacher concentrates on "the emotional

.adjuvcment of the pupil.
26

: Any given teacher chiractefistic

may be important for ontre type of teaching and irrelevant to

another. The tdthniques of sood lecturing aresrele ant to didac-

tical teaching but are inappropriate for the other or put

differently, any given characteristic of tea rs y cantribue5

more to one of Broudy's types than another just as a certain

:doorway may contribute more to pne 4kind of architecture rather

than another.

I want to duck'the questianof whether Browdy has the.
-Aet.

right three, or haw one.goes about discovering and justifying claims

about forme of teaching. One need not be eptical here, for the

same questions apply to architleture. We ould in both cases,

imagine a Dewey-type evolutionary account of the emergence of

distinct forms in both architecture and teaching.
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As'I flaVe heard Phillip G. SmithIpoint'out on.aeveral occasionss

9

in tesChIn4 We lack the ''professional mode of evaluation fouhd
,

'in'othei piofessions.
27

In medici rbaw we Ap iwt judge the

competence of a profeasional solely by means Of thelelient outcomes.

We believe there' are rules or' dtandarda for practice; these define.

staadard practice
II and are appealed to in malpractice eases.

In teaching we have A long historyLor experience with the

profession; Standardlorms of practice have emerged. Of course,

thii standard pracfice wllf contain much error; that is the.trouble

6

with conyentiopa*wisdom as opposed to tested wisdom. One task

of lesearch dn teaching is to purge ,the mythology fram standard'

pracice. It should be noted, however, that there is also sdme"

wisdom in the traditiOnal ways'of doing things: ,711.en student teachers

.1'. -- .

aktold togi, do samethingdifferent--""ixperiment" one wonders

.
.

what would hapeen if other professions did so as well. The trial
. .

and error teacher is a,hack. Stildlnts shcTld be protected fram

r

them.

But there is a kind of dilemma: on the one hand, we know

standard practice is'contaminated with error; on the other hand,

standar4 practice is the summary of human experience with the

a. professional practice. How can we continue with what is good

while removing what is badL
-

Broudy's types of teaching can be seen as aspects of teandard

practice which have filtered or sifted ouv over the years., Our

r
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problem no4 is-to try to.further refine these types so that'they

vpre more prror frpp in cOncept and their consequences upon siudents
)

. . , L ,
,

'

.

are ire fully known. It'is to the gethodologp Wthe formsp
.

that We now t,4111.

A teachti dharactexistic

41

some whole oi totality (W) 'if

till: a \relevant characteristici.to

and only.if the facethat an inaividual

.

possesses C tends to cduni toward takting the individual to be %

an instance of that,totality. The claim of relevance is,a claim

0.

that there exists a part to whole relationship. Adhinstein,
28

in analyzing cluster concepts, submits the notions of'positive auct

negative.relevance which are helpful here. Characteristic C is
.

positively relevant to totalityli if-and only if the fact that amL

individual .(i) possesses C tends to cdkint more toward i's being

a.

'an instance of W than the fact that i lacks, Ctends to countAgainst

i's-being bedng an'instande of W. C is tiegati;ely relevant tdOE

if and only i the fact that i-lacks C tends to.count more against

taking it

is 1. If

."having ,a
./

students"

as a, W than the fact.that !possesses icountS for it *

the totalit3V in question is "good university teacher",

doctorate? has negative relevance wle "liked by

has positive relevance.

Given two relevant properties, one is more centrar to W

, than the other if ancLonly if the fact that i has Ci counts more
r

toward taking it as W than.the fact that i has C2 counts for itsbeing

W. As stated,both C's axe taken as havink positive relevance; but

a

a
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both could have negat444 releirance or be of mixed ielevance.-.

Centrality, thu .is a matter of'degree of'relevance...

The al:mit:ins of relevance And centrality provide a basis for

developing product -freeRedagegical hywtheses. The.indeptudent

variables Are the parts of

are.die Wholes thedselves.

eses explain contribution.

the whole while the dependent variables

) These
Product-free pedagogical hypoth-.

ow

One last point ofosethodology is noteworthy. One might.claim.
6

that what haa been said thus far ii incomplAte in that so far only

the parts els individual elements have,been mentioned. But what

of the relationship between parts? .Is this not another structural

component of totality? A Tose window iscquite central to being
fr

)

Gothic. But same rose windows will contribute more to a.strmctune's

being counted as a,gaod ekemplification of Gothicness than will .

other rose windows. Rose ulndows are Oart of the defining charan--
/

teristics of Gothicness; but all Gothic structures are not of

equal worth. Aesthetic analyses will have to take into account

relationships as well as elements. (Note, the question of good

teaching may be better seen as a problem in aesthetics rather

than ethics.)

Wi courd)perform a kind of conceptual clarification of one'i

ideas about good teaching using the above notions of relevance

(2,

and centrality, Given a listiof teacher characterist'ics a person

considers important, we could further examine them:for their xele-

vance and centrality-, thus clarifying one's ideas abcteaching.
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But. more importantly, rather than having to, know. the 's pecific

effects caused or produced by a given teacher-characteriitic to

determine whether it is a characteristic of good teaching, we

canpualng this method,determine what this characteristic contrib-
.

.11

utes to a gldbal teaching type. 'The clustet concepts as well as

their relevance weightings would have to be determined for.each

type o f pedagogy identified by Broudy.

What this amounts to is the construction of a different

kind of.pedagogical hipothesis. 11.s.noted in Section V, the

product-procees paradigi required hypotheses which had independent

teacher-variables and dependent stUdent-variables., The alter-

native paradiim tequires hypotheses with teadher dhaiacterlstics

as independent variables. and teaching Wholes as dependent variables.
1

Ouce.the defining conditions are-explicated (or at least
. P

-beginning tg emergeYso we could dellimit the extension of each
.

.

type, the rules of combination could be hypothesized. That Is,

what are' the proper relationships between the elements of heuris-

tic teaching; i.e., what is good heuristic teaching?

The sikUtions to both ihe definition problem and the relation-

ship problem would I think involve more than philosophical analy-

.

sis. Empirical questions are also involved. What are thought

ta be vdd,examples of teaching would have to be studied--just

as good examples of architecture are Studied. Video tapes, ete.,

would be of uSe here. But rather than trying to find causally

reactive elements ofYieaching,.one would lodk for the most central

4 *

14.

g

,4*
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contributing elements. reovtrby knowing these, oni would be

in a pasitioft to Taise.,questions about how our siudents are better.%

41#

\ .

preparedlto, tpach. ,

One miiht fear thqt this method Is ctrcular: we use certain -
. .

criteria td select'good examples of, say, heuristic teaching and

then proceed to analyze out these very criteria. This fear

be shown to be ungrounded, however, by the assumption c4contrib-
:

Qin

utoff methods. Firstly, the totality 's always greiter than the

sum of the parte. There is nothing metaphysical .in this beyond

the point .that in addition to the parts the're are their relation-

ships richate also constitutive of the totality. Secondly,

it seams to be therease that human beings can perceive wholesL

without perceiving the parts thereof. We came to like-the builaing

before we'are actUally aware of(te parts. At times it takes

4
a competent architect to explain to us why we like a certain building

or house. Likewise it is assumed that heuristic teaChing can,1?e

judged on the whole with its specifics remaining unjudged.

One very important consequence of this way of viewing teaching

is that one of the frustrations of the caUsal strategy is overcome:

it is expected that no one characteristic or set of characteristics

will be causally necessary in producing learning. One could find

several effective teachers who have veiy little in common that is
,

significantly aifferent from other less.effective teachers.

Toor arch tecture will still have doors, windows, etc.; yet good

1

44
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examples'of Gothie and Roman Vuilditigshave little in commein.
4

What is different befWeen good and'not so good ieachers is not

#'

on this model to be found tn.looking at which cha cteristic5'.

(good 'teachers bave and poor teachers lack; x.ather, the difference

ti

is to be found in what each characteristic' present contributes

to the whole. The quality of the whole is.not a suns of the quality

of the parts. Moreover, teacher evaluation becomea.a matter of

how well a particular person exemplifies.a particular forM in

a particutar situation.

VII. Evaluation of the Product-Free Process l'aradigm

The suggested alternative to the pzocess-product paradiigm

is actually a strategy fot Aeveloping independent variables for

pedagogical hypotheses. Rut now it should be asked how this

strategy compares with those mentioned above. As noted, the prodUct-

process paradigm assumes teacher effects are stable across tiMe.

This assumption is irrelevant to the construction of product-

frge pedagogical hypotheses. It is however, relevant to testing

for the of the teaching types upon various iinds of

V
students. The second assumption is that ;eacher effects are gener-

4

alizable across settings. Again, this assuliption is not Aite ly

11.

relevant to the paradigm.

The third and fourth assumptions are, however, directly .

relevant. The assumptiov that the frequency of teacher behavior

is the most signi leant aspect .of teaching.is explicitly rejected.

4

Th0
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ea,

One cannot look only at most/frequent elements .in doing.contrib-..

.
.utory analyses. The par s in relatiopships are the moot signifi-'

cant aspect of teaching. The fourthassumption,.'Lhaiethe dausal

direetion is fram teicher to Student, is rejected. In heuristics;

for example, there is a causal intifaaionbetween ieaCher-and

student. The proper moves for a heuristic.teacher are determined

by the moves made by students, Once could nOt.studi hetiristic

teaChing independently of what-the studentrare doing.

The product-free paradigm offers.an. advantage over the

culture-ofthe-school paradigm in-that it focuses.upon certain

kinds 'or instances of teaching which it takes to be more signifi-Ik.

cant for research Chan other kinds'or inatances. Tpe culture,of7i

theTschool does not discriminate between classrooms worth studying.-

and those that are not.

'Finally, the student mediating paradigm...does not.improve

our assumptions about the teacher though it does add tolwhat is
111#

involved the total pedagogical relatiOnship. *it may tUrn out

that this paradigm can be incorporated into the product-free

a

paradigra The present paPer will not explore the..possibiliti.

, In an earlier paper I argued that it was a,mistake to attempt

.to evaluate particular teachers in terms of thepartIcular people

29
,being taught. A second.paper

30
commented that the use of intact

classrooms without eirimating the number of children therein

with student,purposes may be quite inappropriate. Both papers

4%,
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argued fram different Iierspectives that it is misleading to

view teachirig as the ultimate cause bf learning. It was feared .

6lat teachers would too quickly resort to coercion And/or arti

ficial rewardd.toIet dhildren to bedal'aistndents.

The predent proposal'heing abont generalized teaching form
.

cannot it seems avoid the question of effects upon children'd

purposes and learning.- Drawing from the sedond paper Ttioned

abai, we expect that a teaching forM will produce not learning

but the conditions for learning. It is an empirical cpiestion ad

to the effects of, s.ayx heuris tics on children. Does it.inspire
a.

thed se that they became students? Doe's it work better in some
0

dituati6ni than in others?. When is, didactics more appropriate?

,.

I do not.tbink.that these questions are answered simply by reference/.

to "objectives". or!"goals". All three.must be held accountable'

Tor their ability to create or'destroy dtudent pprpotes.' It is

probably more cbrrect to see both instructional objectived and
ft

different Inds of stlident purposes as being the determiners of.

which teacher type is apprOpria.te. But it is open as to how the

teachr tries are-best evaluated.

paper'fsuggests that researth on teaching is a tandem
1

proceds: an analysis of part to.whole relationships which

constitUte.identifiable global types of teaching; on the other

hand,,the caused effects of each type upon children must also bd

analyzed. I hope that one can now see that the method of basic
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empiricism is not going to be ablefto produce a more complete view

-or theory of teething. There are some undeniablerelogicoontolog-..

ical questions about teaching which philosophy ofeducation is

better equipted to anTswer Chad: is a nerrow1y7'conceived empiricsm.

VIII* Teacher Evaluation

There is a further consequence of the prodvet-free paradigm

which should' be considered. Our.conception of teacekhourd

be such as to allow-us to "see" what is involved in teacher

°evaluation. T11 paradigm or blueprint developed here does provicre

such illumination.

To evaluate an object (i book; teacher, theory, pfincipIC

principal, 'leo.) is basically am,ter of comparing it to some

stndard or set of crit4ria. s involves escablishing_what

properties, are rendered by.the criteria being relevant to the

evaluation of the object. Such properties are called in,the liter-
.

ature "good-making" or."bad-making" characteristics (though

"better-making" an4 "worse-making" are probably more descriptive

of actual evaluations)4 One then examine; the object of eval-

uation to.see if it pOsessei these characteristics in such a

fashion that .warrihtelis being considered ac6eptable, adequate,

better than another object of that kind, and so forth. In the

4

case of a catekorical property we ask whether the object of the

evaluation (the evaluandum) possesses the property. If.th'e proftrty

is continuous then we ask whether the evaluandum possesses it in

sufficient degree.



From discussion thus far it is transparent that there*are

two aspects involved in the use of standards, or as one could

say, two aapacts of competent evaluation'. One most both know which

standards are appropriate and be able to apply these in particular

situationi. Thup, there(is a kind-of theory-practice separation

in evaluatiol. Errors in evaluatibn could occur in either (A)
"V

thi use of inappropriate standards, or (t) the misapplication of
#

standards. The latter is more empirical while the fomer is

more philosophical in nature.

,. .
. . .

The question of how tO evaluate faculty is thus a question ofr-
J A .. , .,

how to (a) find or build standards or.criteria to be used to assess

the worth of individual, factilty members, and (b) utilize these
.

criteria in specific-cases or instances; It is the first of these

problems ihth which we shall be concerned.

Of course, evaluation is fairly straightforward, though not

necessailly simple, when the criteria,are esFakished; but which

characteristics of the total possible set of characteristica a

thing_Ossesses are'the good- and badTmakink ones? In a praci-

cal educational,context, the issuT is usualli one ,of Choosing between.

various competing sets of-proposed criteria. But again, how is

this reasonably done? It is well-known .that observation and rating

-systems tend to incorporate teacher characteristics which (1)

correlate poorly with student adhievement measures--except for

poSsibly "clarity of presentation" and "knowledge of subject
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matter", and (2) reflect the values or biases of their writer
o'

rather than what we know about teaching. .How can, one put together

'a more objective rating.system? This is to ask howfone can

determine which faculty characteristics are admissiVle to the

e4aluation process.

The*protleM of criteria' a ss,iliiy is the logical próblem

of what ;counts as an adequate justification of'crlteria or standards

for asseising the wolf' of an object. IT 'one were to propose

.or hypothesize that property P is a Characteristic of good teaching,

and is thelrefore.a criterionvof good.teaChing, bovi would we, go .

a

abo' eut accpting or rejectingthis claim?

If we knew the components of didactic, heuristic, and philetic

teaching, the appropriatenebs of each teaching type given specific

curricula and stddents, then we would know the critiiia relevant

for the evaluation of teaching. We'would know how to construct

rating scales, etc.,which would take the right factors into

account.

As is often pointed'out, when evaluators use a rating form

to assess a teacher's perfo e there is a tendeney to rate a

particular cbaracteristic on the basis of one's overall judg meOt

about the person as teacher', This point may Ceem to cut against

'he.method of analysis being considered. From my experience

quite ,the opposite seems true. If dne were schooled in contribu-
.

tory methodology, would predict a decrease in the tendency to

1.
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allow one's overall opinions ofthe person-to influence the
.

0
.

rating of individual characteristics. But this remains to be

seen.

But equally important, we would.begin to see how the data

I
-

generated from student opinions about the quality of teaching

should be used--as well as how not to upe them. Client-satisfaction

data are, it seems, often mipused- by faculty. It would be a'mistake

to adjust one's teaching solely on the bases of client-satisfaction

responses. This is not to say that such data are useless; they

obviously are not. ...gut how are they best:placed?

Consider the teadher wholwants to teach students to be

philosophers or at least to be philosophic *about educatiOn.

or she engages in.a fieuristio form of teaching: Perhaps.the students

have only known didactic.teaching. They may well be negative in

their responses. If the ficulty member adjusts.performance solely

in terms of these responses, he or she may well be moved into the

didactic mode--especially if both faculty member and.st dents

are unaware of the' heurisics-didactics distindtio

This example suggests"the need.far ezploring the o sibility

o4 praviding same preteaching in whith'students would heccie

awalbe of the different teaching forms as well as when eachfork

31
is the appropriate one. Students should be made intelligent

consbmers of teaching. The old point, that education is learning

how io learn can be'fortified by adding that this tnvolves

learning how to learn from teaching.
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